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Abstract 

Precise identification and in-depth understanding of defects in 

nanomaterials can aid in rationally modulating defect-induced 

functionalities. However, few studies have explored vacancy defects in 

ligand-stabilized metal nanoclusters with well-defined structures, owing to 

the substantial challenge of synthesizing and isolating such defective metal 

nanoclusters. Herein, a novel defective copper hydride nanocluster, 

[Cu36H10(PET)24(PPh3)6Cl2] (Cu36; PET: phenylethanethiolate; PPh3: 

triphenylphosphine), is successfully synthesized at the gram scale via a 

simple one-pot reduction method. Structural analysis reveals that Cu36 is 

a distorted half cubic nanocluster, evolved from the perfect Nichol’s half 

cube. The two surface copper vacancies in Cu36 are found to be the 

principal imperfections, which result in some structural adjustments, 

including copper atom reconstruction near the vacancies as well as ligand 

modifications (e.g., substitution, migration, and exfoliation). Density 

functional theory (DFT) calculations imply that the abovementioned 

defects have a considerable influence on the electronic structure and 

properties. The modelling suggests that the formation of defective Cu36 

rather than the perfect half cube is driven by the enlargement of the energy 

gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the nanocluster. The 

structural evolution induced by the surface copper atom vacancies provides 



atomically precise insights into the defect-induced readjustment of the 

local structure and introduces new avenues for understanding the chemistry 

of defects in nanomaterials. 

  



Introduction 

Defect chemistry has long been an important subject in science as a 

result of the decisive role of defects in tailoring the optical, electrical, 

magnetic, mechanical, and chemical properties of materials.1-3 Surface 

vacancies, a prevalent type of point defects in nanoparticles, play an 

indispensable role in ligand-binding dynamics and in determining colloidal 

stability.4-6 Moreover, point defects in nanomaterials, especially surface 

vacancy defects, are strongly correlated with catalytic properties, such as 

enriched active sites on exposed surfaces.7-8 Hence, the accurate 

identification and an in-depth understanding of point defects provide 

diverse possibilities for rationally modulating the defect-induced 

functionalities in nanomaterials.9 

However, vacancy defects in crystalline materials tend to induce local 

distortions and short-range associations with typically nonperiodic 

characteristics, thus limiting defect identification through conventional 

characterization methods such as X-ray diffraction.10 Although some 

vacancy defects have been detected via advanced electron microscopy 

techniques,11-13 precise identification and determination of the local 

environment of vacancy defects at the atomic level remains a major 

challenge for chemists and material scientists. 

Metal nanoclusters have the potential to be used as a tool to unravel the 

defect chemistry of nanoparticles. Ligand-stabilized metal nanoclusters 



with well-defined molecular structures determined via single crystal X-ray 

diffraction (SCXRD) have emerged as an important class of nanomaterials 

and as a molecular tool for dissecting the surface chemistry of 

nanoparticles.14-24 For example, a variety of nanoclusters with hollow core 

or heteroatom doping, which could be regarded as defective structures, 

have been used to investigate the structure–property correlations.25-31 

Unfortunately, nanoclusters with surface vacancy defects have not been 

sufficiently explored (metal nanoclusters with such defects are generally 

deemed less stable and less likely to crystallize, and their study is limited 

to solution-based approaches like electrospray ionization mass 

spectrometry, ESI-MS);32-34 and very few systems that can offer relevant 

insights are known.35-37 

Herein, we demonstrate a method for gram-scale synthesis of a novel 

high-nuclearity core–shell copper hydride nanocluster whose structure is a 

defective Nichol’s half cube. The as-obtained nanocluster comprises 36 

copper atoms, 10 hydrides, 24 phenylethanethiolate (PET) ligands, six 

triphenylphosphine (PPh3) ligands, and two chloride ions and is formulated 

as [Cu36H10(PET)24(PPh3)6Cl2] (Cu36), as determined via SCXRD and 

ESI-MS. Compared to its closest structural relative – a perfect Nichol’s 

half cubic silver nanocluster38 – Cu36 displays several coexisting defects, 

including surface metal atom vacancies, ligand defects and skeleton 

distortion; of these, two surface copper atom vacancies are demonstrated 



to be the principal imperfections that induces adjacent atom reconstruction 

and ligand modifications (e.g., substitution, migration, and exfoliation). 

Computational modelling suggests that the formation of the defective 

structure in Cu36 is driven by the energy gap enlargement between the 

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO). The systematic study of the structural 

evolution induced by surface copper vacancies in Cu36 provides valuable 

insights into the atomic structure around surface vacancies in colloidal 

nanoparticles; particularly, in the copper system,39-42 which is broadly 

significant for catalysis and energy conversion. 

Results and Discussion 

Cu36 was synthesized by reducing the copper precursor of 

Cu(CH3CN)4BF4 with NaBH4 in the presence of 2-phenylethanethiol 

(PETH) and PPh3 under ambient conditions (see Experimental Section for 

more details). NaBH4 is the most common reductant for the synthesis of 

metal nanoparticles and nanoclusters. Both PETH and PPh3 have been 

widely used as the protective ligands in the synthesis of metal 

nanoclusters.43-47 PETH usually acts as the primary ligand with diverse 

coordination modes to metal atoms, thus stabilizing the framework of the 

nanocluster. On the other hand, PPh3 with its relatively rigid and bulky 

structure is used as an auxiliary ligand, which is conducive to the 

crystallization of nanoclusters. The wide availability of those reagents 



facilitates the development of scalable nanocluster synthesis approaches. 

Developing a simple and large-scale synthesis method for nanocluster 

crystals under ambient conditions has been a great challenge thus far owing 

to the highly sensitive nucleation, growth, and crystallization processes of 

nanoclusters. The scalable synthesis presented herein for pure Cu36 (e.g., 

~1.5 g of pure crystals was obtained through a one-pot synthesis, Figure 

S1) with a moderate yield (~47% based on copper) paves the way for 

studying the basic physicochemical properties in detail and exploring 

potential applications.48-50 

High-quality red crystal of Cu36 was obtained in a solvent mixture of 

chloroform/hexane within one week and structurally characterized by 

SCXRD. As shown in Table S1, Cu36 crystallizes in the tetragonal space 

group I41/a, comprising 36 copper atoms, 24 PET ligands, six PPh3 ligands, 

and two chloride ions. The overall morphology of the nanocluster is a 

pseudo-half cube with approximate dimensions of 23 × 23 × 19 Å (Figure 

1). According to the conventional core–shell anatomy principle, Cu36 can 

be divided into an octahedral Cu6 core and a cage-like Cu30S24P6Cl2 shell 

(Figure S2). Alternatively, Cu36 can be interpreted as a two-shell system 

including the first shell of square Cu4 (core) and the second shell of 

defective half cubic Cu32S24P6Cl2 (Figure S3). Considering the structural 

complexity and particularity of Cu36, we chose the latter as the structural 

anatomy strategy. Architecturally, Cu36 can be viewed as a pseudo-



isostructural analog to the reported Nichol’s half cube of 

[Ag38(SC6H3F2)26(PPh3)8] (Ag38) because of their similar skeleton 

conformations.38, 51 Given that all the metal atoms in the half cubic Ag38 

are highly ordered with face-center-cubic (fcc) packing, as well as the 

structural similarity between Cu36 and Ag38, Cu36 could be considered 

with reference to the Nichol’s half cubic structure as a defective nanocluster. 

As shown in Figure 2, the framework of the Cu32S24P6Cl2 shell is slightly 

distorted because of the presence of six distorted quadrilateral facets (one 

facet A, two facet B, two facet C, and one facet D). Four PPh3 ligands are 

terminally bound to the vertex copper atoms of the shell, whereas two PPh3 

ligands are bound to two convex copper atoms in facet D. Ag38 is bound 

by six rectangular facets, including two square facet Aʹ, two rectangular 

facet Bʹ, and two rectangular facet Cʹ. Each of the eight vertices is capped 

by a PPh3 ligand. Remarkably, the non-convex triangular configuration of 

the vertex copper atoms is observed in Cu36. As shown in Figure S4, four 

corner copper atoms free of PPh3 ligands adopt an unusual planar triangular 

CuS3 motif, which differs from the tetrahedral configuration for the other 

four corner copper atoms with PPh3. In addition, the PET ligands in the 

CuS3 motif are tilted toward the defective vertex to compensate for the 

ligand vacancy and protect the uncapped copper atom, resulting in a slight 

distortion of the related facets in Cu36. Compared with Ag38, in addition 

to the ligand vacancy defects, Cu36 exhibits several other types of defects 



in the shell, such as surface metal atom vacancies and ligand substitution. 

In general, defective metal nanoclusters with atom vacancies or ligand 

exfoliation are deemed less stable; these clusters have been widely 

investigated via ESI-MS, but crystallization is difficult to achieve. 

Therefore, researchers have been unable to determine the atomically 

precise structure or explore specific variations in defective nanoclusters. 

Fortunately, with its multiple point defects, Cu36 provides an 

unprecedented opportunity to examine the atomic structure of defective 

nanoclusters and how it reaches a stable state. 

The structure of Cu36 can be directly compared with that of Ag38, since 

the Nichol’s half cube model – exemplified by Ag38 – was shown to be 

applicable to coinage metal nanoclusters, including Au and Cu.51 To clearly 

understand the defect-induced structural changes in Cu36, a detailed one-

by-one comparison is performed between the facets in Cu36 (marked as 

facet X, X = A, B, C, D) and the corresponding facets in Ag38 (marked as 

facet Xʹ, Xʹ = Aʹ, Bʹ, Cʹ) as shown in Figure 2. Facets A and B have almost 

the same constitution and arrangement of metal skeleton as facets Aʹ and 

Bʹ, respectively, even though two capping PPh3 ligands are missing at two 

opposite vertices of the quadrilateral. Seemingly, the ligand vacancy defect 

has a negligible influence on the surface metal skeleton. For facet A, the 

PET ligands within the facet and on the edges adopt different coordination 

modes (μ4-η1, η1, η1, η1 and μ3-η1, η1, η1, respectively), with the Cu–S bond 



length ranging from 2.184 to 2.392 Å. For facet B, the PET ligands adopt 

the μ3-η1, η1, η1 coordination mode with the Cu–S bond length ranging 

from 2.184 to 2.639 Å. Facet C has a doubly defective configuration 

compared with facet Cʹ, including one thiolate ligand being substituted by 

a chloride ion on one long edge and the loss of two PPh3 ligands on the two 

diagonal copper atoms. The thiolate ligands on the edge of facet C adopt 

the coordination mode of μ3-η1, η1, η1, whereas the facet-centered PET 

adopts the μ4-η1, η1, η1, η1 coordination mode. The Cu–S bond length in 

facet C ranges from 2.208 to 2.514 Å. Similarly, the influence of this ligand 

substitution on the surface metal skeleton is trivial in view of the similar 

structure of facets C and Cʹ. 

Compared with the corresponding facet in Ag38 (facet Aʹ), Facet D 

bears a substantial framework distortion, and its quadrilateral configuration 

is hardly preserved. As shown in Figure 1d, two copper atoms within the 

facet are removed in facet D, resulting in a defective facet with two surface 

copper atom vacancies. Facets D and C share an edge with the ligand 

substitution of thiolate by a chloride ion, wherein the replaced thiolate 

ligand should be bound to the missing copper atom based on the atomic 

arrangement of facet Aʹ. Moreover, two PPh3 ligands that should cap the 

vertex copper atoms are bound to the copper atoms within the facet. This 

migration of the PPh3 ligand causes the rest two copper atoms within facet 

D to be significantly deviated out of the facet, and the neighboring thiolate 



ligands are slightly raised and tilted (Figure S5). The uncapped vertex 

copper atoms adopt an inward-constriction configuration. Therefore, the 

framework of facet D is completely covered by the phenyl groups of 

protective ligands, which forms an inaccessible organic shell to protect the 

inner skeleton (Figure S6). The PET ligands within facet D adopt the µ3-

η1, η1, η1 coordination mode rather than µ4-η1, η1, η1, η1 owing to the 

removal of two surface copper atoms. 

In addition, compared with Ag38, the orientation of the interior 

quadrangular Cu4 core in the equatorial plane is altered and rotated by ~45° 

in Cu36 (Figure S7). Consequently, the metal atoms in Cu36 cannot retain 

the original perfect fcc packing of the entire framework. It is, thus, 

reasonable to deduce that the removal of two surface metal atoms from 

such an ordered structure will no doubt result in distortions and structural 

adjustments. Because the Cu4 core is immediately adjacent to the surface 

metal vacancy sites and the metal skeleton of the bottom facet (facet A) is 

intact, the rotation of the core is believed to be a readjustment of local atom 

arrangement due to the copper atom vacancies. In addition, cuprophilic 

interactions are observed in Cu36, which are involved in stabilizing the 

framework, with Cu···Cu distances ranging from 2.505 to 2.848 Å. The 

Cu···Cu distances within the Cu4 core are in the range of 2.505 to 2.608 Å 

and shorter than those of the exterior Cu···Cu distances (2.557–2.848 Å). 

A structural comparison with Ag38 reveals, multiple point defects 



simultaneously exist in Cu36, which is presumably related to be the 

structural readjustments caused by the principal surface vacancy 

imperfections. In practice, the exfoliation of phosphine ligands from metal 

nanoclusters in solution is very common, and the composition of an intact 

metal core has been confirmed via ESI-MS and nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) analysis.33-34, 52 According to previous reports, the two 

icosahedral cores in rod-like Au25 or bimetallic (Au–Ag) nanoclusters can 

be bridged either with thiolates or halide ions, resulting in an identical 

vertex-sharing bi-icosahedral metal core.43, 53-55 Therefore, these ligand 

defects should have a limited impact on the skeleton of nanocluster, 

consistent with the above observations that the facets with ligand 

substitution and ligand vacancy in Cu36 remained relatively intact. Based 

on these considerations, the surface copper atom vacancies should be the 

principal imperfections in Cu36 and induce the formation of other defects. 

The Cu36 structure involves several spontaneous local adjustments due to 

the removal of two surface copper atoms. First, the copper atoms around 

the surface vacancies will be reconstructed and cause the structural 

distortions, such as the reorientation of the Cu4 core and the convex 

structure of two copper atoms within facet D. Second, ligand substitution 

will occur around the vacancy sites. Two PET ligands are observed to be 

replaced by chloride ions, which is rarely observed because of the strong 

coordination ability between thiolate and copper atom. We speculate that 



the surface steric hindrance most likely increases following the atom 

reconstruction and distortion, thus limiting the coordination between PET 

and the copper atom around the vacancy sites. Third, the exterior ligands 

will be exfoliated and migrate owing to the half cube’s distortion. For 

example, only four of the eight corner copper atoms are protected by PPh3 

ligands, whereas the other four corners are free of PPh3. In addition, two 

PPh3 are bound to the convex copper atoms within the defective facet D. 

These ligand behaviors of Cu36, such as the substitution between PET and 

chloride ions were further demonstrated through ESI-MS analysis (vide 

infra). Summarily, the overall half cubic structure of the defective Cu36 

with surface copper atom vacancies can be retained and the copper atom 

vacancies can be stabilized via partial atom reconstruction as well as ligand 

modifications (e.g., exfoliation, substitution and migration). 

To determine the total composition of Cu36, ESI-MS measurements 

were performed on a Bruker MicroTOF-II mass spectrometer. Figure 3a 

depicts the ESI-MS spectrum over the range of m/z 3000–10000 in the 

positive mode. The most dominant peak at m/z ~3582.37 with a charge 

state of +2 matches well with the simulated isotopic pattern of 

[Cu36H10(PET)24(PPh3)6]2+, which is derived from the parent cluster by 

removing two chloride ions (Figure 3b). By combining these results with 

the detailed structural analysis provided by SCXRD, the total composition 

is determined to be neutral [Cu36H10(PET)24(PPh3)6Cl2] with 10 hydrides in 



each Cu36 cluster, wherein all copper atoms should be +1. Owing to the 

neutral nature of Cu36, only fragment peaks derived from the parent 

nanocluster are observed in the range of m/z 3500–3800. Additionally, 

these fragment peaks can be assigned to the simulated isotopic patterns, 

which arise from the partial substitution and adhesion of ligands. For 

example, as shown in Figure 3c, one PET ligand can be replaced by a 

chloride ion. In addition, an additional PPh3 ligand is observed to adhere 

to the nanocluster (Figure 3d), which is most likely coordinated to the 

corner copper atom without capping PPh3. The proposed formula for Cu36 

is further supported by the synthesis and characterization of the deuteride 

analogue, Cu36D. Figure S8 depicts the mass spectrum of Cu36D, which 

exhibits a signal similar to that of Cu36. The dominant peak shifts by 4.6 

m/z between Cu36 and Cu36D; this shift is slightly smaller than the 

expected value for 10 hydrides, which can be ascribed to the non-ideal 

purity of the sodium borodeuteride.56 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed to verify the 

composition and valent state of Cu36. As shown in Figure S9, all expected 

elements (Cu, S, P, Cl, and C) are observed in the survey spectrum of Cu36. 

The Cu 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 peaks at 952.4 and 932.6 eV, with a doublet 

separation of 19.8 eV, indicate the presence of Cu(I). In addition, the Cu 

LMM Auger spectrum with a main peak at 916.3 eV indicates that all 

copper atoms are monovalent Cu(I) (Figure S10),57-58 which is consistent 



with the total composition of Cu36. To further confirm the presence of 

hydrides in Cu36, a hydrogen evolution experiment was conducted at 

elevated temperatures. As shown in Figure S11, a hydrogen release is 

observed when the temperature reaches ~110 ℃. 

The structure of Cu36 was optimized to ascertain the positions of the 10 

hydrides based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The 10 

hydrides were first optimized in the Cu36 framework determined via 

SCXRD; then, all atoms were fully relaxed without any symmetry 

constraints until the default convergence limit was reached. As shown in 

Table S6 and Figure S12, the final optimized structure of Cu36 is similar 

to the experimental structure in terms of symmetry and atom-packing style. 

The 10 hydrides that can be classified as five pairs adopt the interstitial µ4 

coordination geometry. As shown in Figure S12d, the coordination 

environments are highly similar for the hydrides, which are located in the 

distorted tetrahedral cavities, with the Cu–H bond length ranging from 

1.702 to 1.950 Å. This coordination mode between copper atoms and 

hydrides has been confirmed by previous neutron diffraction studies.59 

Notably, all 10 hydrides are bound to the vertices of the Cu4 core; hence, 

the interior Cu4 core is linked with the exterior copper atoms via the 

hydrides. 

NMR measurements were performed to further characterize the hydrides 

in Cu36. The 1H NMR spectrum is shown in Figure S13. The peaks at 8.2–



5.4 ppm correspond to protons in the PET and PPh3 phenyl groups. The 

signals in the range of 4.4–1.7 ppm correspond to the –CH2– group in PET. 

Clearly, the peaks belonging to the ligands are broader than those of the 

free PETH and PPh3. This broadening is ascribed to the greater difference 

in the environments of the coordinated ligands, which is consistent with 

the low molecular symmetry of Cu36. The chemical shifts of protons and 

hydrides in the 1H NMR spectrum of the optimized Cu36 were calculated 

using the gauge including the atomic orbital (GIAO) method as shown in 

Figure S14. Two wide peaks are centered at 7.2 and 3.1 ppm, which are in 

good agreement with the experimental results (Figure S13a). The 

resonances corresponding to the 10 hydrides are estimated to occur over a 

wide range (2.2347–4.4718 ppm; Table S2). Clearly, the resonances 

attributed to the methylene protons and hydrides are in the same region, 

resulting in the close overlap of the 1H spectra of Cu36 and Cu36D (Figure 

S13b); no apparent peak belonging to the hydrides is observed. The 

integral area ratio of methylene (1.7–4.4 ppm) to benzene ring (5.4–8.2 

ppm) was calculated to be 0.4566 in the 1H NMR spectrum of Cu36D. 

According to the composition of the nanocluster, the amounts of the 

protons on the benzene ring and methylene in each cluster are 210 and 96, 

respectively, which is in good agreement with the calculated integral area 

ratio of Cu36D. In contrast, the integral area ratio in the same range is 

0.4903 for Cu36, corresponding to about 103 protons (hydrides) in terms 



of 210 protons on the benzene ring. Therefore, apart from the 96 methylene 

protons, 7 hydrides in Cu36 contribute to the resonances in the range of 

1.7–4.4 ppm. The mismatch between the experimental and theoretical 

amount of the hydrides is ascribed to the integral error and wide range of 

the hydride signals in the 1H spectrum, which may be out of the 1.7–4.4 

ppm integral range. According to previous reports, the chemical shifts in 

the 1H NMR spectrum of the hydrides in the copper hydride nanocluster 

should be similar to those in the 2H NMR spectrum of its deuteride 

analogue.60 Therefore, 2H NMR spectra of Cu36 and Cu36D were 

collected to characterize the hydrides in Cu36. As shown in Figure S15, 

the 2H NMR spectrum of Cu36D features a broad peak from 0 to 5 ppm, 

which is consistent with the chemical shifts calculated for the hydrides in 

Cu36. The observation of one broad peak is attributed to the similar 

coordination environments (all hydrides adopt µ4 coordination mode) and 

the fluxional character of the hydrides in Cu36. Because the broad peak 

may be separated into several singlets at low temperature,61 2H NMR 

spectra of Cu36D were collected under various temperatures from -40 ℃ 

to 40 ℃. However, the peak shape does not change with temperature, and 

no well-resolved peak is observed, indicating a fluxional behavior of the 

10 hydrides in Cu36 over a wide temperature range.61 

The electronic structure and excited state of Cu36 were further 

investigated via the DFT calculations. The frontier Kohn–Sham (KS) 



orbitals, energies, and atomic orbital contributions of optimized Cu36 are 

presented in Figure 4a. The HOMO is primarily constructed from the Cu 

3d and S 3p atomic orbitals. In the LUMO, the contribution of both Cu 3d 

and S 3p atomic orbital decreases, which is substituted by the Cu 4p atomic 

orbital with the content of 38.7 %. The optical properties of Cu36 were 

studied in chloroform with a color of dark brown. The ultraviolet–visible 

(UV–vis) absorption spectrum demonstrates a smooth curve without any 

distinctive peaks (Figure 4b), which is consistent with the tendency of the 

calculated spectrum (Figure S16 and Table S3). As shown in Table S4, the 

maximum oscillator strengths in the excited states are smaller than 0.08; 

thus, no distinctive peaks are observed in the spectrum. The first excitation 

energy is calculated as 2.16 eV, which primarily arises from the electron 

transition from the HOMO to the LUMO and matches well with the 

experimentally estimated optical gap (~2.22 eV) as shown in Figure 4c. 

Based on the excitation states and KS molecular orbitals, the transitions 

from the HOMO through HOMO-6 to the LUMO are primarily responsible 

for the lowest excitations. In addition, the stability of Cu36 was also 

evaluated by monitoring its UV-vis absorption spectrum in solution at 

room temperature. As shown in Figure S17, Cu36 is found to be stable in 

chloroform for at least 24 hours and its stability is comparable to other 

reported copper nanoclusters.45 

To reveal the mechanism governing the formation of the defective Cu36 



nanocluster, we also investigated the theoretically electronic structure of a 

hypothetical non-defective half cubic copper hydride nanocluster 

[Cu38H10(SC6H3F2)26(PPh3)8]2+, i.e., Cu38. First, the structure of Cu38 was 

modeled after replacing all silver atoms in the perfect half cubic Ag38 with 

copper atoms and adding the hydrides rationally, and then followed by a 

full optimization. As shown in Table S7 and Figure S18, the structure of 

Cu38 with the minimum energy is similar to the half cubic Ag38, albeit 

with some distortion of the inner copper atoms. The energetics of the 

optimized defective Cu36 and cubic Cu38 are presented in Table S5. As 

can be observed, the removal of two copper atoms from the half cubic 

metal nanocluster increases the energy, and thus, defective Cu36 should be 

less thermodynamically stable.62 This is consistent with our concept that 

defects make the nanocluster less stable. The frontier KS orbitals of Cu38 

and a corresponding energy diagram are shown in Figure S19. Similar to 

Cu36, the HOMO and LUMO in Cu38 are primarily composed of copper 

atoms and coordinated sulfur atoms. However, the HOMO–LUMO energy 

gap for Cu38 (1.583 eV) is much smaller than that of Cu36 (2.785 eV), 

and the HOMO and LUMO energy levels in Cu36 straddle those of Cu38. 

Typically, the HOMO–LUMO energy gap of a molecule or its derived 

descriptor is closely associated with the kinetic stability, which plays a 

crucial role in the synthetic accessibility and isolability of a molecule.63-64 

A relatively small HOMO–LUMO gap reflects high reactivity because the 



electrons are more likely to be added to a low-lying LUMO and extracted 

from a high-lying HOMO. In this regard, the straddle configuration of the 

HOMO–LUMO levels for the defective Cu36 and perfect Cu38 implies 

that Cu38 is more prone to reduction or oxidization, while Cu36 is more 

synthetically attainable. 

Conclusion 

In summary, we developed a simple one-pot reduction method to 

synthesize a high-nuclearity copper hydride nanocluster 

[Cu36H10(PET)24(PPh3)6Cl2] (Cu36) at the gram scale. The total structure 

and optical properties of the Cu36 were elucidated via a suite of 

characterization techniques. Cu36 is a defective derivative of a Nichol’s 

half cubic metal nanocluster, missing two surface copper atoms. The 

structural distortions and evolution due to the surface metal vacancies were 

systematically explored at the atomic level. Several structural adjustments 

caused by the surface vacancies are observed, including the copper atom 

reconstruction near the surface vacancies and some ligand modifications 

(e.g., substitution, migration, and exfoliation). Based on DFT calculations, 

the defects are found to contribute to the electronic structure, and the 

enlargement of HOMO–LOMO energy gap is considered to be the main 

factor causing the formation of a defective Cu36 rather than a perfect half 

cubic structure. These findings pave the way to synthesizing diverse high-

nuclearity nanoclusters with apparent point defects and demonstrate a 



viable strategy for obtaining detailed atomic level surface vacancy 

information in nanomaterials – offering a new tool for the fields of defect 

chemistry and catalysis in nanoparticles. 

Experimental Section 

Materials. Cuprous oxide, tetrafluoroboric acid solution (HBF4, 48 wt.% 

in water), PETH, PPh3, sodium borohydride (NaBH4), sodium 

borodeuteride (NaBD4, 98 at.% D, 90% [CP]), and high performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) grade solvents (acetonitrile, chloroform, 

methanol, acetone, and hexane) were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. All 

chemicals were used directly without further purification. 

Synthesis of [Cu(CH3CN)4]BF4: Briefly, 3 g of cuprous oxide and 13 mL 

of HBF4 were added to 60 mL of acetonitrile in a round flask. The solution 

was subsequently heated to 70 °C under vigorous stirring. After ~20–30 

min, the precipitate was dissolved, and the solution became transparent. 

The solution was filtered while hot, and the filtrate was maintained in a 

fridge (0 °C) overnight for crystallization. The product was washed with 

diethyl ether three times and dried under vacuum. 

Synthesis of Cu36: First, 100 mg of Cu(CH3CN)4BF4 and 100 mg of PPh3 

were dissolved in a solvent mixture of acetonitrile (4 mL) and chloroform 

(1 mL). Then, 30 uL of PETH was added. After 5 min, 100 mg of NaBH4 

dissolved in 5 mL of methanol was quickly added to the above mixture, 

and the solution was vigorously stirred for 1 h. The precipitate was 



collected via centrifugation and redissolved in a solvent mixture of 

chloroform (4 mL) and hexane (4 mL). This solution was maintained in a 

glass vial and yielded red crystals (~36 mg) within several days. Yield: ~56% 

(based on copper). 

Synthesis of Cu36D: The synthesis procedure of Cu36D is identical to that 

of Cu36 except that NaBD4 was used instead of NaBH4. 

Gram-scale synthesis of Cu36: First, 5 g of Cu(CH3CN)4BF4 and 5 g of 

PPh3 were dissolved in a solvent mixture of acetonitrile (160 mL) and 

chloroform (40 mL). Next, 1.2 mL of PETH was added. After 5 min, 3 g 

of NaBH4 dissolved in 200 mL of methanol was quickly added to the above 

mixture, and the solution was vigorously stirred for 1 h. The precipitate 

was collected through centrifugation and then redissolved in a solvent 

mixture of chloroform (100 mL) and hexane (100 mL). This solution was 

maintained in a glass vial and yielded red crystals (~1.5 g) within one week. 

Yield: ~47% (based on copper). 

Characterization: SCXRD measurements were conducted on a Bruker X8 

PROSPECTOR APEX2 CCD diffractometer (Cu Kα, λ = 1.54184 Å) at -

153.15 ℃ (for more details, see Supplementary Information). Optical 

microscopy images of Cu36 were obtained using an Olympus BX61 

microscope. UV-vis absorption spectra were recorded on a Cary 5000 UV-

vis spectrometer using chloroform as a solvent. 1H NMR and 2H NMR 

spectra were recorded on a Bruker AVANCE III-600 spectrometer in 



chloroform-d and chloroform, respectively. ESI-MS spectra were recorded 

on a Bruker MicroTOF-II mass spectrometer. Methanol was added to the 

solution of Cu36 (chloroform) to enhance nanocluster’s ionization. XPS 

data were recorded on a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer with 

monochromatic Al Kα as an X-ray source (hν = 1486.6 eV). Hydrogen 

evolution experiments were performed on a lab-scale fixed bed reactor 

equipped with an online mass spectrometer (GSD 320 Omnistar). During 

the test, helium was used as a purge gas with a flow rate of 3 cm3/min, and 

the heating rate was fixed at 5 °C/min. 

Computational Details: Density functional theory (DFT) calculations of 

Cu36 and Cu38 with 10 hydrides were carried out. First, geometry 

optimization was performed using the open-source Quantum Espresso 

v.6.5 suite with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerh (PBE) functional and ultrasoft 

pseudopotentials.65 The KS molecular orbital and the isosurface of the 

ground-state structure was determined using the Multiwfn 3.7 program and 

VMD 1.9.3 software.66 The excitation states were calculated via simplified 

time-dependent density functional theory (sTDDFT) to analyze the most 

probable transitions among different molecular orbitals constituting the 

peaks in the optical absorption spectra.67 The 1H chemical shifts of the 

cluster were calculated using the GIAO method.68 
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Figure 1. (a) Optical microscopy image of Cu36. Inset: Photograph of 

Cu36 crystals (1.5 g). (b) Side and (c, d) top views of Cu36 in a ball-and-

stick model. Brown: Cu; yellow: S; pink: P; blue: Cl; gray: C. The carbon 

tails are shown in wireframe mode, and all hydrogen atoms are omitted for 

clarity. All carbon atoms are omitted in (d). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 2. Shell skeletons and anatomical diagrams of Cu36 and Ag38. 

Brown: Cu; silver: Ag; yellow: S; pink: P; blue: Cl. For clarify, the Cu···Cu 

and Ag···Ag interactions are not presented, and all carbon and hydrogen 

atoms are omitted. 



 

Figure 3. (a) ESI-MS spectrum over the range of m/z 3000-10000 of Cu36 

in positive mode. Inset: Magnified mass spectrum in the range of m/z 

3500–3800. (b–d) Magnified mass spectra of experimental (blue) and 

simulated (red) isotope patterns for peak ⅰ (b), peak ⅱ (c), and peak ⅲ (d). 

 

 

 



 

Figure 4. Left in (a): KS molecular orbital energy diagram and associated 

populations of atomic orbitals in each KS molecular orbital for optimized 

Cu36. Right in (a): KS molecular orbital graph of optimized Cu36. Wave 

function of electron motion: positive phase (red) and negative phase (blue). 

Red: Cu; blue: C; white: H; yellow: S; green: P; magenta: Cl; cyan: hydride. 

(b) UV-vis absorption spectrum of Cu36 dissolved in chloroform. Inset in 

(b): Photograph of Cu36 solution in chloroform. (c) Plot of (Abs*λ2) 

versus photon energy.  
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